
Swarm 

We are crammed on to boats. Hundreds of us, sharing the space like limpets to a rock. It’s the black of the night; but 
still, I feel the glare of machine guns, scrutinising the frantic scuffling that surrounds us. Warning shots stifle the 
turbulent screaming, followed by piercing silence.  

They shout orders across the overflow of bodies. Lines of people form, prodded by men in body armour and 
face masks. Hidden faces, there is always a panic about diseases, they are very careful about that sort of thing. Or at 
least they appear so, to send a message: as if it our fault we’re dying. As if to keep out the heart-aching, pulsating 
sorrow that forms as vapour in the cold night air for those who breathe no more. 

We do what we’re told. 

I’ve seen what lies behind those masks though: hard faces, washed in guilt, struggling to believe what they are 
seeing, convincing themselves there is an element of control to what is happening. Telling themselves what they’ve 
been told. Taking back control. One goes out of line, acting upon impulse. With the instinctive ferocity of an itch to a 
flea, they intervene. They stand, with boots lugged with sea water, squelching between blisters and hardened skin with 
every movement. But they hurt more inside, absorbing the tide of hopelessness and grief that surrounds and, 
inevitably, swallows them. The second boy from the left, barely able to raise his firearm: gasping, wide-mouthed, 
behind a visor, he was late to his watch twice. He probably wants to kill himself. 

They do what they’re told. 

One jumps. Bodies, bodies, scrambling in all directions.  

Beating against the tin walls which barely hold us, limbs thrash, fingers claw. A boot stamps down on 
spiderlike digits bursting flesh. Dark clots smear the corrugated iron as the men flail violently, beating against the boat 
as a convulsive tide. Laughter, hysterics, crying, choking: as the current of shouts deafen. A young boy covers his 
ears. A mother, unlikely his own, reaches out towards him. But many separate us from our families. We can only pray 
he is found before he becomes lost in a more sinister darkness. 

A man lobs a mobile into the sea erratically, to much dismay. Not even the roaring sea could muffle the 
leaden silence beyond that receiver, the unknown certainty that lies beyond it. Signal lost, signal lost.  

I cling to the boat, fastened in my lifejacket against the ocean. I won’t move. I taste the oil in the air. The 
spray saturates my bare arms, pulled taut like fraying rope. Congealing blood itches my face. A glance towards the 
horizon, and I see only blackness plagued through the dusky clouds. And yet I cling on, by whitened knuckles, bones 
clamped tight beneath the bruised skin.  

The floodlight moves across the bodies, blinding white as green spots are imprinted upon the retina. Blinking, 
you still see it, piercing light. Beyond shadows, I see concrete figures. They are bathed in dust, speckled in salt water 
as it comes crashing down around them. I see faces of every shape, twisting and turning like the wake that trails 
behind us. I see glistening eyes and heavy eyelids, searching hollow tears for a way back to those they’ve lost. I see 
desperate embraces, clutching on for dear life as the earth churns perpetually against them. I see those who have lost it 
all, and those who endure it: a single candlelight, as the waves collide around us.   

And yet how can I describe this? The inhuman yell of a soul truly lost, how can I say this? It cannot be heard 
nor said. How can I put it down into words? As if words could shape justice; words, as shapes or characters, to make 
you see.  

All of this is real, I’m just writing, imagination and empathy, but it’s real. Across the boat, another world, the 
lingering fantasies of darkened times.  He’s landed on the shore, face down for all the world to see. Those horror-
bleached corpses, painted as outlines in broadsheet print. Caught between many lenses, scratched by the jagged plume 
of those who cry Poseidon, but will never feel his trident. Beyond the barbed lines of the continent, beyond nations 
and islands caught in glimpses, separated by more than the space that divides us, what do I see? 

I see people. 


